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Abstract
Churn happens when a customer leaves a brand or stop using its services. Brands reduce their churn rates by identifying and retaining potential churners through customer retention campaigns. In this paper, we consider the problem of classifying micro-posts as churny or non-churny with respect to a given brand. Motivated by the recent success of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) in word representation, we propose to utilize RNNs to learn micro-post and churn indicator representations. We show that such representations improve the performance of churn detection in microblogs and lead to more accurate ranking of churn contents. Furthermore, in this research we show that state-of-the-art sentiment analysis approaches fail to identify churny contents. Experiments on Twitter data about three telco brands show the utility of our approach for this task.

Introduction
Retaining customers is an important challenge for all businesses. Banks, telecommunication companies, airlines and other businesses utilize customer churn or attrition rate as a key business metric. Potential churners of a brand are those customers who are at the high risk of leaving the brand and its services. Identifying such customers, the first step of retention campaigns (Huang, Kechadi, and Buckley 2012), is crucial as the costs associated with retaining an existing customer greatly exceed the costs of acquiring a new one. This problem has been extensively studied on Call-Record data (CRD) in the context of social graphs of telecommunication companies (Verbeke, Martens, and Baesens 2014; Karnstedt et al. 2010) and to a lesser extent on online gaming (Kawale, Pal, and Srivastava 2009), chat and forum communities (Karnstedt et al. 2011; Oentaryo et al. 2012), and more recently on microblogs (Amiri and Daume III 2015).

The task of churn detection can be defined as follows: Given a micro-post and a target brand, determine if the micro-post is churny or non-churny with respect to the brand. For example the following tweets are churny with respect to “Brand-1”: “my days with Brand-1 are numbered”, “I am leaving Brand-1 for Brand-2!”, “Brand-1: will change carriers as soon as contract is up.”.

Churn detection is a challenging task because of the following reasons (Amiri and Daume III 2015): First, the task is target-dependent and therefore comparative micro-posts in which users compare several brands against each other introduce a challenge to this task. Second, simple language constituents such as prepositions affect accurate churn detection. For example, consider the prepositions “to” and “from” in “switch to Brand-1” vs. “switch from Brand-1”. Third, negation has an important contextual effect on churn detection as it simply reverse the label of a micro-posts. Fourth, churny keywords1 do not necessarily indicate churny contents. For example, the micro-posts “Brand-1 to give Brand-2 customers up to $450 to switch” or “I need a little Brand-1’s #help b4 leaving the states” contain the terms “switch” and “leaving” respectively but they are not churny with respect to the brands. Finally, churny contents can be expressed in subtle ways such as “debating if I should stay with Brand-1” or “in 2 months, bye Brand-1” that contain no obvious churny keywords.

One may suspect that an state-of-the-art sentiment analysis system can be used to identify churny contents. Therefore, it might be enough to rely on such a system and consider negative micro-posts about a target brand as churny and positive or neutral ones as non-churny. However, this approach fails because of the following three reasons: (a) positive micro-posts could be churny, e.g. the tweet “hate that i might end up leaving Brand-1 cuss they are the best company ever” is churny even though it expresses positive opinion about the brand, (b) neutral micro-posts could be churny as well, e.g. the tweet “I am leaving Brand-1 on March 7th” is churny while it’s of neutral orientation as it does not explicitly express any positive or negative opinion about the brand, and (c) negative micro-posts could be non-churny, e.g. the tweet “Brand-1 cell coverage still sucks” expresses a negative opinion about the brand while it’s non-churny as it does not indicate that the user is leaving the brand.2

1such as: {leave, leaving, switch, switching, numbered, cancel, canceling, discontinue, give up, call off, through with, get rid, end contract, break up, . . . .}

2Note that, although churn and sentiment detection are different tasks, sentiment signals could be useful for detecting churny contents as such contents may carry negative sentiment toward brands.
(see Table 1 in experiments). This result indicates that churn and sentiment are fundamentally different concepts and new techniques and approaches need to be developed for effective churn detection.

Motivated by the recent success of recurrent neural networks (RNNs) in word representation (Bengio et al. 2003; Mikolov et al., 2013), we propose to utilize RNNs to tackle the above problem by learning micro-post representation. We show the utility of such representations in target-dependent churn detection in microblogs. Experiments on a Twitter dataset created for three telecommunication brands show an average F1 performance of 78.30% for target-dependent churn classification in microblogs.

**Micropost Representation**

Artificial neural networks have been found effective in learning vectors to represent words and their similarities. In this section, we propose to utilize a simple recurrent neural network (RNN) model, called Elman network (Elman 1990), to represent micro-posts in such a vector space. This approach can be used to encode tweets with arbitrary lengths into vectors of fixed length through recurrent connections. The resultant vectors can then be used as features for classification, clustering, topic modeling, etc.

The Elman RNN model is shown in Figure 1. It has an input layer \( x \in \mathbb{R}^{v+m} \), a hidden layer \( s \in \mathbb{R}^{m} \) (also called context layer), and an output layer \( y \in \mathbb{R}^{n} \) where \( v \) is the size of vocabulary and \( m \) is the size of the hidden layer. Let \( x(t) \), \( s(t) \), and \( y(t) \) represent the input to the network, the state of the network, and the output of the network at time \( t \) respectively. Our network is provided by sequences of words where words (along with other potentially useful information) are given one by one to the network at each time. In particular, at each time \( t \), we create the input vector \( x(t) \in \mathbb{R}^{v+m} \) by concatenating the vector of the input / current word \( w \in \mathbb{R}^{v} \) and the context layer vector at time \( t−1 \), \( s(t−1) \in \mathbb{R}^{m} \) (see our discussion below of why the context layer provide useful information). Note that, initially, \( w_{i} = 1 \) where \( i \) is the index of the current word in our vocabulary and \( w_{j} = 0 \) for all \( j \neq i \).

The recurrent connection at the hidden layer allows information about previously seen words to cycle inside the network. In fact, the hidden layer \( s(t) \) can be thought of as a memory that remembers / represents the words that have been observed up to time \( t \). The model is independent of the length of the input as by the time that we processed the last word of a tweet, the context layer, \( s(\cdot) \), can be used to represent the entire tweet in the vector space.

Formally, the input, output, and hidden layers can be computed as follows:

\[
x(t) = [w(t), s(t-1)]
\]

\[
s(t) = f(Ux(t))
\]

\[
y(t) = g(Vs(t))
\]

where \( U \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times (v+m)} \) and \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{n \times m} \) are the weight matrices to learn, \( f(.) \) is the sigmoid activation function:

\[
f(z) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-z}}
\]

and \( g(.) \) is the softmax function:

\[
g(zm) = \frac{e^{zm}}{\sum_{k} e^{zm}}
\]

The above Equations are used to learn the weights and activation of the hidden and output layers. The sigmoid function adds non-linearity to the model, while, assuming that the output layer represents probability distribution of next word given \( w(t) \) and context \( s(t−1) \), the softmax function ensures that the probability distributions are valid, i.e. \( y_m(t) > 0 \) and \( \sum_k y_k(t) = 1 \). The network is trained by backpropagation through time (BPTT) (Rumelhart, Hinton, and Williams 1988) in which all the training data is sequentially presented.

Finally, once the model is trained, for each input tweet \( d_i \) with \( n_i \) words, we use the context layer vector at \( t = n_i \), i.e. \( s(t = n_i) \), to represent the tweet (we refer to this model as \( tRep \) in experiments).

Furthermore, another approach to represent a tweet is to compute the average word embedding for all words that appear in the tweet (we refer to this approach as \( wRep \)). This average vector can be considered as a basic way to represent the entire tweet and its performance can be compared against our RNN tweet representation approach above, \( tRep \). Furthermore, we can strengthen these representations by concatenating them (this concatenation is referred to as \( twRep \) in experiments).

**Representation of Churn Indicators**

Amiri and Daume III (2015) introduced three categories of churn indicators: demographic, content, and context churn indicators. Demographic indicators / features are extracted from user profiles, while content and context indicators are extracted from the content of micro-posts and discussion threads respectively. Since the focus of our work is on micro-post and content representation, we only utilize and extend the content and context churn indicators in this research.
Representation of Content Churn Indicators

Words of an input tweet can be readily used as classification features. As discussed above, we can also utilize vector representation of such words, \( wRep \), \( tRep \), and \( twRep \) respectively for classification.

In addition to bag of words features, the neighboring words of target brands in micro-posts often contain rich contextual information for churn classification. We capture the effect of neighboring words of brands / competitors by considering \( 2k \) features representing the \( k \) left and the \( k \) right neighboring words of the brand, and \( 2k \) neighboring-word features for competitors (we set \( k = 3 \) as it leads to superior performance in the experiments). We can also utilize the embedding vectors of neighboring words as classification features. Note that, since \( k \) is given, we can concatenate the \( 2k \) embedding vectors instead of averaging them. Indeed this concatenation greatly improves the performance as compared to simple averaging. We refer to this model as \( NbRep \) in experiments.

Dependency Path

We propose to effectively utilize syntactic relations between words to identify expressions that describe target brands. In particular, we introduce the concept of dependency path to find such expressions and their corresponding RNN representations. We define a dependency path in a dependency tree as a sub-tree that covers the path from the root of the tree to the target brand node and all its children. Figure 2 shows a dependency path example for the target “Brand-1”. A dependency path contains all the words in an input micro-post that have some direct / indirect syntactic relations with the target brand. We utilize words on dependency paths and their corresponding representations (see below) as classification features. Furthermore, to capture the negation effect, if a word on a dependency path is negated, we include the corresponding negation dependency to the dependency path.

We create RNN dependency features by computing a vector representation for each dependency path. For this purpose, we utilize our RNN model described in previous Section. For example, given the tweet “I want to switch from crappy Brand-1 to Brand-2 or Brand-3”, we utilize our RNN model to compute a representation vector for the input “want switch from crappy Brand-1” obtained from the dependency path (note that it is important to consider words based on the order that they appear in the original tweet). This approach can help identifying important features that directly affect the target brand while ignoring other less important features. We refer to this model as \( DepRep \) in experiments.

Figure 2: The subtree extracted for the target “Brand-1”. The red line shows the dependency path for the target brand.

Brands participate in such discussions to retain their customers while competitors intervene to hunt new customers.

To capture useful information in such discussion threads, we extract content features (as discussed in the above Section) for each micro-post in the thread. To distinguish the content generated by different parties in threads, in the bag of words model we put the features into different namespaces by adding “USer”, “FRIend-”, “BRand-”, and “Cmp.” prefixes to the content features extracted from user, friend, target brand, and competitor microposts respectively (we refer to this model as \( Cntx \) in experiments). In our RNN model, we compute four representation vectors for the contents generated by users, friends, target brands, and their competitors in threads respectively (we refer to the concatenation of these four vectors as \( CntxRep \) in experiments).

We note that there exists other churn indicators in threads. For example, the number of brand or competitors posts in the thread or the reciprocity between user and brand posts are good indicators. However, we only utilize content features and their representations from threads for fair comparison.

Churn Data

We utilize churn data provided by (Amiri and Daume III 2015)\(^3\). The data was collected from twitter for three telecommunication brands: Verizon, T-Mobile, and AT&T. The high inter-annotator agreement reported, Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss 1971): 0.62, and Cohen’s kappa (Cohen 1960): 0.93, indicates that the task is fairly feasible for human annotators (note that Fleiss \( \kappa \) and Cohen \( \kappa \) values are not directly comparable).

Furthermore, we utilize a large dataset that contains more than 6M tweets about the above brands as development

\( ^3 \)www.umiacs.umd.edu/~hadi/chData/
dataset. We note that, naturally, churny contents occur less frequently than non-churny contents and as such we believe our development dataset is highly imbalanced in terms of churny and non-churny tweets. We will further discuss the effect of balanced and imbalanced data in experiments.

### Experimental Results

We employ two state-of-the-art classification approaches for churn classification in microblogs. In particular, we consider the hinge loss (employed by the SVMs) and the logistic loss (representing logistic classifier). We employ Vowpal Wabbit classification toolkit\(^4\) with all parameters set to their default values to perform the classification experiments.

In the experiments, we report classification performance (F1-score) over the churn class. We performed all the experiments through 10-fold cross validation and used the two-tailed paired t-test \(\rho < 0.01\) for significance testing. Here, we use the asterisk mark (*) to indicate significant improvement over baselines.

We use our development dataset to learn our RNN model for tweet representation. For this, we set the size of hidden layer to \(m = 128\) in the experiments. We note that greater values of \(m\) may lead to higher performance.

### Performance of Baselines

We study the performance of the state-of-the-art sentiment classification approaches as well as n-gram models to determine a strong baseline for this task. For sentiment baselines, we treat positive or neutral tweets about a brand as non-churny and negative tweets as churny. We consider the following baselines in this study:

**Baseline-1 (MetaMind):** We consider the twitter sentiment classifier of MetaMind as our first baseline\(^5\). This classifier is an accurate sentiment classifier that is trained over 331K general tweets and has an accuracy of 81.73% for sentiment classification.

**Baseline-2 (NRC)** (Mohammad, Kiritchenko, and Zhu 2013): NRC is the top-ranked Twitter sentiment classifier of SemEval 2013. It deploys an SVM classifier with linear kernel in conjunction with a wide range of features (see details below).

**Baseline-3 (SemEvalSen)** This baseline is an ensemble learning approach that combines several state-of-the-art Twitter sentiment classification approaches that participated in the “Sentiment Analysis in Twitter” task of SemEval 2015. These approaches are NRC-Canada (Mohammad, Kiritchenko, and Zhu 2013) (baseline-2), GU-MLT-LT (Günther and Furrer 2013), and KLUE (Proisl et al. 2013). They utilize various features for effective sentiment analysis on tweets including n-grams, sentiment lexicons, punctuations, emoticons and abbreviations, word lengthening, tweet clustering, and techniques for handling negations. The approaches are combined in an ensemble by averaging the individual classifier confidence scores to determine the resultant sentiment of tweets (Hagen et al. 2015).

**Baseline-4 (TargetSen):** The above approaches are target-independent sentiment classifiers and as such may assign irrelevant sentiment to tweets and target brands (especially for comparative micro-posts in which several brands are compared against each other). As our fourth sentiment baseline, we consider the approach proposed by Jiang et al. (2011) for target-dependent Twitter sentiment classification. This approach utilizes most of the aforementioned features as well as target-dependent features obtained from dependency relations between words and target brands in tweets. Furthermore, this approach incorporates similar tweets for more effective sentiment classification with respect to a given target (not utilized in this paper).

**Baseline-5 (unigram+Nb):** We experimented with different ngrams (\(n=\{1,2,3\}\)) and their combination at the word and character levels (Amiri and Daume III 2015). We found that the combination of unigrams and neighboring words (see Section 3) leads to the best performance. Thus, we consider this setting as a strong baseline for this task (and refer to it as unigram+Nb).

The performance of the above approaches are reported in Table 1 respectively. The results clearly indicate that sentiment classifiers are not effective for churn classification. As discussed before, we attribute this result to the fact that objective contents could potentially be churny while subjective contents might be non-churny. Sentiment classifiers fail to capture such differences.

### Performance of RNN Representation

Tables 2 shows the Macro-average F1 Performance for Bag of Words (BOW) and RNN models evaluated on all three brands, Verizon, AT&T, and T-Mobile. The rows show the performance of corresponding features for the two models (presented on the left and right sides of the Table respectively). In Tables 2, significance test reports (shown by *) in-

\(^4\)http://hunch.net/~vw/

\(^5\)https://www.metamind.io/classifiers/155

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Verizon</th>
<th>AT&amp;T</th>
<th>T-Mobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>F1&lt;sup&gt;+&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MetaMind</td>
<td>30.52</td>
<td>42.28</td>
<td>35.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRC</td>
<td>29.25</td>
<td>54.45</td>
<td>38.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemEvalSen</td>
<td>28.49</td>
<td>54.76</td>
<td>37.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TargetSen</td>
<td>29.86</td>
<td>60.84</td>
<td>40.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unigram</td>
<td>38.59</td>
<td>73.41</td>
<td>65.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unigram+Nb</td>
<td>70.51</td>
<td>77.70</td>
<td>73.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: F1 Performance of baselines for churn classification (reported for the churn class).
Table 2: Macro-average F1 Performance for all three brands. The performance is reported for the churn class. The average F1 improvement in the BOW model is 3.3% and the corresponding improvement for the RNN model is 4.68% as compared to the baseline (unigram+Nb and twRep+NbRep respectively). Significance test (indicated by *) indicate the cases where our RNN model significantly outperforms the BOW model for the same classification approach and configuration row.

Row (1) shows the performance of unigram model and our RNN-based representation models. Recall that tRep, wRep, and twRep show the performance when we use context layer vectors, average word embeddings, and their concatenation for tweet representation respectively. As the results show, tRep produces a comparable performance to unigrams while it only uses a feature space of length \( m = 128 \) (as compared to the length of vocabulary in case of unigrams) for classification. The concatenation of tRep and wRep, i.e. twRep, leads to significantly higher performance than unigrams.

We expected greater improvement by our RNN model. The small improvement is because of the fact that our RNN model is trained over a heavily unbalanced (in terms of churny and non-churny tweets) development dataset. We used an unbalanced development dataset to evaluate the performance of our model in real world situations. Even with such an unbalanced development dataset, the twRep model significantly outperforms unigrams across all the three brands. In the next Section, we show that a more balanced development dataset will improve the representation power of our RNN models.

Row (2) shows that the combination of unigrams and neighboring words greatly improves the performance in both BOW and RNN models. This improvement is because neighboring word features capture word orders and provide more context information. In case of RNN representations, we observed higher performance by concatenating the neighboring word vectors instead of averaging them. This result and the performance of wRep suggests that averaging word vectors (in contrast to concatenating them) may lead to information loss and inversely affect the performance.

Row (3) shows that dependency relations improve the performance over unigrams with greater improvement in the RNN model. The higher improvement in case of RNN representations is due to vector representation through dependency paths. In fact, as discussed before, dependency paths help to extract important features that directly affect the target brand and ignore other less important features.

Row (4) shows that adding context indicators (Cntx and RepCntx respectively) to the unigram features and RNN representations improves the performance and outperform the unigram+Nb and twRep+NbRep models respectively. This indicates that discussion threads provide useful information for churn detection.

Row (5) shows that combining all content and context features in each category improve the performance over the baseline in both models. The average improvement in the BOW model is 3.3% F1 score and the corresponding improvement for the RNN model is 4.68% as compared to their corresponding baselines (unigram+Nb and twRep+NbRep respectively). Finally, row (6) shows that the combination of BOW and RNN representation models leads to the best performance.

Performance of RNNs with Balanced Data

In this Section, we evaluate the effect of a balanced development dataset on the performance of our RNN model for churn detection. To obtain a development dataset that is more balanced, we first utilized the best performing classifier above (SVMs, see row (6) in Table 2) to label each tweet in our large development dataset as churny or non-churny. Based on the classification results, the ratio of churny vs. non-churny tweets in our original development dataset is 0.025 that indicates our original development dataset is highly imbalanced. Then, we created a more balanced development dataset by considering all tweet that were labeled as churny in conjunction with an equal number of randomly selected tweets that were labeled as non-churny. This dataset contains more than 300K tweets.

We repeated our experiments with this new development dataset. Table 3 shows the results: our tRep model alone outperforms the unigram model using more balanced development dataset. As Table 3 shows this consideration also improves the performance of wRep and twRep models respectively. This improvement is because of the more balanced development dataset that allows our RNN model to learn more accurate representation of churny micro-posts.
Related Work

The problem of churn classification has been studied on Call-Record data (CRD) where the input is a social graph in which nodes are customers and edges show communications / telephone calls between nodes (Verbeke, Martens, and Baesens 2014; Huang, Kechadi, and Buckley 2012; Karnstedt et al. 2010). Various indicators have been shown to be important for effective churn detection on CRD. These include node-specific information such as user age, gender, bill frequency, account balance, outstanding charges and historical information of bills and payments, as well as network-specific features including information about calls, such as call duration and prices, and information about incoming and outgoing calls and the parties involved.

Churn detection has also been studied in the context of online gaming (Kawale, Pal, and Srivastava 2009) and chat and forum communities (Dror et al. 2012; Karnstedt et al. 2011; Oentaryo et al. 2012; Patil et al. 2013) where the purpose is to detect if a user stops playing a game or leaves a chat forum. Churn classification in these domains also utilized various user-specific features such as age, gender, and rate of activity, as well as features obtained from social relations between people and their interactions.

Recently Dave et al. (2013) presented a churn classifier for recommender systems in which they aimed to predict if a user returns to use a target product after his / her initial experience with the product. The approach utilizes user-specific features such as user ratings and the time that users spend on items to predict churn.

Despite the numerous applications of user retention and the availability of public user generated contents in microblogs, target-specific churn classification appears to be under-explored in microblogs. In fact, microblog platforms provide information about different aspects of brands that can be effectively utilized to identify potential churners. Recently Amiri and Daume III (2015) studied the problem of churn detection in microblogs in which they aimed to utilize user generated contents to predict churn. As discussed here, they introduced several important churn indicators.

In this work, we focused on the language modeling and evaluation aspects of churn in microblogs and presented models for tweet and churn indicator representation. Furthermore, we showed that the task is fundamentally different from sentiment analysis and as such new techniques and methods need to be developed for target-dependent churn detection in microblogs.

Conclusion and Future Work

We investigated the problem of target-dependent churn classification in microblogs. We proposed a simple recurrent neural network to represent tweets through fixed-length vectors and utilized the resultant representations for churn classification. Furthermore, we examined and extended factors that make churn detection in microblogs more accurate.

As our future work, we aim to further investigate this problem from the content representation perspective. For example, consider the churny tweet “Brand-1 great new #moreofnothing plans! can’t wait until match 7th to switch.” This tweet not only indicates a potential churn but also its time frame. We aim to extend our models to predict the time that churn will be happening. Furthermore, we observed that syntactic relations between words are highly important in capturing the complexity of churny language. In the future, we aim to develop techniques to utilize the types of dependency relations to capture such complex effects.
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